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You might have noticed weird things happening in your house. Unexplainable messes. Food all over

the kitchen floor. Who could the culprits be? Dinosaurs!Boasting bright and hilarious photographs,

along with a story written from the point of view of an older, wiser sibling, Refe and Susan Tuma's

picture book documents a very messy adventure that shows just what the dinosaurs did last night.
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Strongly recommend. This book had mom and dad both laughing...even on the forth and fifth

reading the first day we got it. The creators did an awesome job of staging the 'incidents' throughout

the book, even now, after countless readings I still seem to find some little detail that I had either

missed or forgotten from before. In fact, I think I am going to go read it now. Is it bad parenting to

wake a sleeping child to read them a book that I want to read?? Don't judge me! I am not going to

wake her, I am going to sit on the couch and read it myself...and I am probably going to giggle out

loud.

I caught the whole Dinovember event on-line back when it started, and the idea was fabulous. SO

GLAD they put out a picture book so you can see these dinosaurs again and again! I HIGHLY

recommend this as just pure fun. Kids will love it. I bought the hardcover as a gift and kept it for

*myself*. LOL Will buy another copy for my nephew when his birthday rolls around. Too adorable!



Ok first of all this is a dinosaur book so it automatically gets points with me. It's cute and a little

rambunctious and I love it. I think Elf on a shelf is creepy but I think dinosaurs up to no good is

adorable!

WHAT THE DINOSAURS DID LAST NIGHT: A VERY MESSY ADVENTURE by Refe Ruma and

Susan Tuma describes the chaos that ensues when toy dinosaurs come to life.Told through cleverly

staged photographs, the narrator speaks directly at readers describing what happens in one home

when the plastic dinosaurs come out at night. From raiding the refrigerator to painting the walls, the

dinosaurs wreak havoc. When everything returns to normal, readers are told not to be fooled.A note

at the end of the book explains the origin of the idea and how it became an international sensation

known as Dinovember, the month when plastic dinosaurs come to life.Librarians will have a blast

working with youth to create their own dinosaur adventures in the library. Get out the digital cameras

and have some fun!To enjoy many more plastic dinosaur photos, go to

http://dinovember.tumblr.com/ or https://www.facebook.com/dinovember/.Published by Little Brown,

an imprint of Hachette on October 20, 2015. Review copy courtesy of the publisher.

I am planning to read this book to our first November story time group. The imaginative idea that

dinosaurs can come to life and wreak havoc is wonderful and the pictures in this book will definitely

appeal to children. I already test-read this book to a small group of preschool students, and they

were equal parts amazed at the dinosaurs' ingenuity and appalled at the messes they were allowed

to make. Great work, dinos! #Steggyforever!

My 4 year old son is obsessed with dinosaurs so naturally I thought he will dig this book. Boy was I

right. We follow Dinovember on Facebook so I knew to pre-order it from . I received it the day it was

released and my son had us read it to him twice before bed. We consider that a hit! Buy this book

you will not be disappointed.

If your child is like mine and in love with dinosaurs this book it great. The story is simple and silly.

My son especially liked the ending. This was part of his Easter gifts along with four other books and

he immediately went for this one and already asked me to read it twice.

Oooooo, those naughty dinosaurs! The dog gets blames for part of their messes but make no

mistake, it was the dinosaurs fault; for all messes. What good are they then if all they do is make



messes? Hmmm, good question.Written and illustrated by Refe & Susan Tuma, published by Little

Brown & Company.#dinosaurs #messy 3PB #funny
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